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Abstract

Verified compilers have the potential to greatly improve users’ trust in their code by pro-
viding machine-checked proofs of compiler correctness. In recent years they have become
increasingly sophisticated and practical, compiling programs from convenient high-level pro-
gramming languages to realistic target architectures and platforms. Ideally, compiler correct-
ness requires every externally visible behavior of the compiled code to also be a valid behavior
of the source it was compiled from. However, modern compilers often translate between
languages with very different semantics; in particular, the target languagemay have error con-
ditions, such as memory exhaustion, integer overflow, and process interruption, that are not
expressed or modeled at the source level.

In this work, we explore and evaluate the design space faced by verified compiler writers
when adapting their systems for target-language errors. We provide template compiler cor-
rectness theorems that account for target-language errors in different ways. We consider a va-
riety of target-language errors that appear in real-world target platforms, examining ways to
modify each component of the verified compiler to adapt for them. Among these errors, we
include failuremodes of external components of the system that affect the running compiled
code, such as process interruption and I/O device failure. We describe adaptations to a stan-
dard compiler correctness proof technique that allow verified compiler writers to prove one
of our proposed correctness theorems when the target language contains limited nondeter-
minism introduced by target-language errors. Finally, we discuss ways toweaken a traditional
compiler correctness statement to obtain guarantees that hold for all executions, including
those that encounter target-language errors.Our systematization helps verified compilerwrit-
ers decide how to appropriately account for target-language errors, allowing them to expose
correctness guarantees thatmore accurately reflect the real-world behavior of compiled code.
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Can you trust your compiler?

Xavier Leroy [28]

1
Introduction

Verified compilers are compilers with machine-checked proofs of compiler correctness: the

property that the code the compiler emits has the same behavior as the source program it was

compiled from. They promise to greatly increase users’ trust in the executables they produce.

As such, they have become increasingly prevalent and sophisticated in recent years, seeing us-

age in the development of a variety of safety-critical systems. For example, the CompCert

verified C compiler was recently integrated into the build pipeline of engine-control-unit

software deployed in diesel generators in nuclear power plants [24]. The compiler correct-
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ness theorem of CompCert was combined with static analyses at the source and target level

to produce a more trustworthy executable output.

The growing use of verified compilers necessitates a careful understanding of exactly what

guarantees these tools provide, under what conditions those guarantees hold, and what po-

tentially unexpected behaviors may occur in compiled code without violating those guaran-

tees. Even CompCert, for example, has been found to contain miscompilation bugs that lie

outside of the region covered by its correctness theorem [45].

Existing compiler correctness theorems, both in the literature and inproduction compilers

such as CompCert, typically simplify the model of the target language or machine to avoid

dealing with corner cases that are deemed too difficult to reason about, too obscure, or oth-

erwise not worth considering. Many such corner cases are associated with errors or failure

modes of a target machine or architecture, which cannot be represented or reasoned about at

the level of source programs. For example, considermemory exhaustion: existing verified com-

pilers often assume that target memory allocations cannot fail [43], allowing them to avoid

reasoning about memory exhaustion errors. This means that the verified compiler provides

no guarantees at all for a target-language execution that does encounter amemory exhaustion

error.

In this work, we study adaptations to standard verified compilation systems that can ac-

count for target-language errors, allowing us to relax some of these simplifying assumptions.

Based on work in the field (elaborated in Chapter 5), we can identify several important con-

siderations for designing a verified compiler and its accompanying correctness theoremwhen

the target has a complex error model. These include:
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• Precision.The correctness theorem should give strong guarantees about the behavior

of compiled programs, ideally with only small relaxations of standard statements of

compiler correctness.

• Simplicity.The correctness theorem should be straightforward to understand so that

users of the compiler can easily reason about the guarantees that are provided for their

compiled code, and can straightforwardly compose those guarantees with other guar-

antees produced by verification at other stages in the code creation pipeline.

• Realism.Themachinemodel should be faithful to the actualmachine (be it hardware

or a language runtime) on which the target code will be run.

• Provability. It should be possible to prove that the compiler satisfies the theorem, ide-

ally using standard compiler correctness proof techniques.

In practice, it may be impossible to entirely eliminate all cases of failure modemismatch—

a compiler for identical source and target languages is hardly of much interest. However, a

more in-depthunderstandingof the considerations involvedwhen targeting realisticmachine

models would help usmove closer to the goal of a fully end-to-end verified system. Our work

addresses one aspect of this goal: we aim to provide a simple and principled systematization

of the design space of compilers and compiler correctness theorems when target languages

have complex error models.
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1.1 Our contributions

Our contributions are as follows:

• We provide template compiler correctness theorems for target languages with com-

plex error models, accounting for errors at the level of execution traces or of whole

programs. These theorems balance the four criteria in different ways, and eachmay be

suitable in different situations. This contribution is presented in Section 3.1.

• We describe and compare a variety of adaptations to address different types of target-

language errors when designing a verified compiler and its associated correctness theo-

rem. We consider a wide range of specific errors that occur in practical machine mod-

els, including floating-point imprecision, integer overflow, memory exhaustion, and

process interruption. For each of these, we discuss ways to adapt each of the major

components of a verified compilation system in order to account for the error. This

contribution is presented in Section 3.2.

• We present a modification to a standard compiler correctness proof technique that

accounts for the limited nondeterminism introduced by target-language errors. We

demonstrate that ourmodification does not impose a significant additional proof bur-

den on the verified compiler writer. To validate our proof technique, we implement

a verified compiler for a target with process interruption and prove in the Coq proof

assistant that our compiler satisfies one of our proposed correctness theorems. This

contribution is presented in Section 3.3.
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• We consider ways to weaken traditional compiler correctness to obtain guarantees of

basic safety properties that hold over all target-language executions, including those

that encounter errors. Such weaker guarantees can prevent unreasonable outcomes

in cases where standard definitions of correctness cannot hold. This contribution is

presented in Chapter 4.

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 gives background on verified compi-

lation and defines the formalisms used in the rest of the thesis. Chapter 3 gives a systematic

description of the design space of errors and adaptations, and evaluates which responses are

most suited for each error.Chapter 4 describesweaker guarantees that canhold even in the ab-

sence of traditional compiler correctness results. Chapter 5 discusses relatedwork, andChap-

ter 6 concludes and proposes avenues for future work.
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2
Background

In this chapter, we provide background on compiler verification and proof assistants, and

give definitions and notation used in the rest of the thesis.

2.1 Preliminaries

Informally, the purpose of a compiler is to translate a source program into a target program

with the same meaning. In order to reason about compiler correctness, then, we must make

precise the notion of the “meaning” of a program. To do so, we must specify what proper-
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ties of program execution we wish to preserve from source to target, and we must define a

mapping from programs to these properties.

We follow past work [27, 43] in defining the behavior of a program as a trace of externally

visible events. Depending on the language and systemunder consideration, these events could

include calls to external functions, system calls, or even direct interaction with hardware.We

choose this model for program behavior since during compilation, we generally do not re-

quire internal details of program execution such as data representation or execution time to

be preserved. Compiler users can generally only observe their programs’ explicit interactions

with the outside world, so it is sufficient for the compiler to preserve these interactions ap-

propriately.* Let:

• Event be the set of externally visible events that a program can emit;

• Trace be the set of all finite traces of events in Event;

• Trace∞ be the set of all (finite or infinite) traces of events inEvent, s.t.Trace ⊂ Trace∞;

• form ∈ Trace, t ∈ Trace∞, letm < t if and only ifm is a finite prefix of t;

• for e ∈ Event, t ∈ Trace∞, let e :: t be the trace consisting of e followed by t.

• form ∈ Trace, t ∈ Trace∞, letm++ t be the trace consisting of ofm followed by t.

We must now specify the mapping from programs to their traces. We do so by defining

small-step operational semantics [37] for our source and target languages, specifying the pos-

sible atomic transitions between states of an abstractmachine during execution of a program.

We specify the semantics of a language Lwith a relation−→ : SL × (Event ∪ {ε}) × SL
*Note that certain security properties such as cryptographic constant-time [6], which (informally) requires

that all executions of a program perform the same number of steps, cannot be reasoned about at the level of
externally visible events. Such properties are beyond the scope of this thesis.
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where SL is the set of states of the abstract machine of L and ε denotes a silent event (i.e.,

we say a transition emits event ε if it does not have any externally visible effects). We use the

notation σ e−→ σ′ to denote (σ, e, σ′) ∈ −→, and σ −→ σ′ to denote (σ, ε, σ′) ∈ −→.

We can further define the relation−→∗ : SL × Trace × SL as the reflexive transitive

closure of−→, using the following three rules:

σ [ ]−→∗ σ

σ −→ σ′ σ′ t−→∗ σ′′

σ t−→∗ σ′′

σ e−→ σ′ σ′ t−→∗ σ′′

σ e :: t−→∗ σ′′

To reason about infinite executions, we define the relation−→∞ : SL × Trace∞ as the

infinite transitive closure of−→, using the following two rules:

σ −→ σ′ σ′ t−→∞

σ t−→∞

σ e−→ σ′ σ′ t−→∞

σ e :: t−→∞

Here, the double bar indicates that the rules are to be interpreted coinductively [40]; that

is,−→∞ may be constructed as the greatest fixed point of the set defined by this rule.

The distinction between finite and infinite traces is not central to this work, though prov-

ing preservation of termination and nontermination is important when verifying a compiler

in practice. We therefore define a final relation⇝ : L × Trace∞ as follows:

Definition 1 (·⇝ ·). For language L, P ∈ L, t ∈ Trace∞, let P⇝ t hold if and only if

(∃σF, σP
t−→∗ σF) ∨ (σP

t−→∞)
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where σP is the starting state of language Lwhen running program P, and σF is an irreducible

state of language L from which no further steps are possible.

Informally, P⇝ t means that program P admits trace t, i.e., t is a possible behavior of P.

Note that P⇝m, where m ∈ Trace, does not require that P terminates: P could diverge

silently after emitting the finite tracem.

Finally, we define the rest of the notation we use in this thesis. To help distinguish the

various elements of the verified compiler system, we adopt a typographical convention in-

spired by Abate et al. [1], Patterson and Ahmed [36], and others: blue, sans-serif font denotes

source-language elements, red, bold font denotes target-language elements, and black, italic

font denotes common elements between source and target. We now define notation for the

compiler and associated components. Let:

• [[·]]C denote compilation using compiler C;

• P⇝ t denote that program P admits trace t;

• Source andTarget be the sets of source- and target-language programs;

• err be a target-language error of interest.

2.2 The Coq proof assistant

Formal verification of software has been a goal of computer science research for decades, and

recent years have seen the development of a growing number of tools and techniques for

this problem. Proof assistants are a class of such tools: they allow users to construct machine-

checked proofs of theorems in a computational representation of some logical system.Unlike
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a theorem proved by hand, for which mathematicians must manually examine the proof for

correctness before trusting it, theorems proved in a proof assistant can be trusted without

reading the proof itself. As long as one trusts the logical kernel of the proof assistant, which

is typically a small program implementing a simple logical calculus, one can trust any proof

that it accepts as correct [11]. Popular existing proof assistants include Coq [12], Agda [3],

Isabelle/HOL [22], and Lean [26].

Our implementation (described in Appendix A) was developed using the Coq proof as-

sistant. Coq consists of three languages: Gallina, a pure, dependently-typed functional pro-

gramming language withML-like syntax; Ltac, a language of tactics that tell Coq how to con-

struct low-level proof terms for theorems; and the Vernacular, a language of commands to

the Coq kernel. Additionally, Coq supports extraction to OCaml, Haskell, or Scheme [38],

allowing users to write programs in Gallina, prove properties of these programs, and extract

an executable which satisfies those properties. This pattern requires users to trust both the

extraction mechanism and the compiler for the extraction language. Ongoing work [4] aims

to verify these components.

Coq has been used for a variety of seminal formal verification projects. These include the

CertiKOS verified operating system kernel [19], the FSCQ verified crash-safe file system [10],

and several verified implementations of cryptographic protocols [5, 7, 14]. One of the most

significant verification projects conducted using Coq is the CompCert verified C compiler,

which we discuss in Section 2.3.
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2.3 Verified compilation

Compilers are among the most complex pieces of software that developers regularly interact

with. For example, the GCC compiler contains over 15 million lines of code [16]. Despite ex-

tensive testing and the use of software engineering best practices, the size and complexity of

compilers render them vulnerable to bugs and programming errors. Some of these bugs may

only cause crashes or poor performance when the compiler is run, but the most pernicious

compiler bugs are those that cause the compiler to silently emit incorrect code. Yang et al. [45]

tested eleven different industrial-strengthC compilers, some open-source and some commer-

cial, and found that every single one had bugs that resulted in silentmiscompilation. This dis-

concerting result suggests that new development techniques are required to build compilers

that generate correct code.

The idea of giving a formal proof of correctness for a compiler dates back to 1967, when

McCarthy and Painter [31] gave a pen-and-paper proof of correctness for a compiler from

arithmetic expressions to a simple single-register abstractmachine. Five years later,Milner and

Weyhrauch [32] mechanized part of this proof in the LCF proof assistant. This was among

the earliest significant uses of a proof assistant to verify a property of a program.

More recently, the CompCert project [27, 28] was the first to develop a practical verified

compiler. CompCert compiles a large subset of C to several common assembly languages, in-

cluding PowerPC, ARM, and x86. The compilation passes are implemented as Gallina func-

tions and proved correct using Coq. CompCert’s proof of correctness covers about 90% of

the compiler, including all of the translation and optimization passes. From a correctness
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point of view, Yang et al. [45] found only twomiscompilation bugs in CompCert, and both

turned out to originate in the unverified components of the code base. CompCert has been

used for a handful of safety-critical industrial projects, including the development of fly-by-

wire systems and flight control software.† It was recently integrated into the build pipeline

of engine-control-unit software deployed in diesel generators in nuclear power plants [24],

where its correctness theorem was composed with source-level static analyses to move closer

to an end-to-end correctness guarantee for the whole system.

CakeML [25, 43] is a verified compiler for a large subset of StandardML, built and verified

using theHOL4proof assistant.UnlikeCompCert,CakeML is bootstrapped: it can compile

itself [25]. It accomplishes this using a verified frontend that compiles HOL4 functions into

CakeML abstract syntax trees; the compiler (which is essentially a largeHOL4 function) can

then be passed into this frontend and compiled.

In addition to these two well-known examples, there is significant existing work on both

the theory of verified compilation and on developing implementations of verified compilers

using various tools. We survey some of this work in Chapter 5.

2.3.1 Compiler correctness theorems

This thesis studies adaptations to the four major components of a verified compiler system:

the source language, the target language, the compilation function, and the correctness theo-

rem and proof. The first three of these should be familiar from study of any compiler (verified

or not), so we elaborate the standard forms of compiler correctness theorems below.
†See https://www.absint.com/compcert/ for details.
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Compiler correctness theorems are generally based on the notion of semantic preservation,

which requires that the compiled code has the same behavior as the source program. There

are several possible ways to state a semantic preservation theorem. These can be classified

according to the specific relation they provide between the valid behaviors of the source and

target programs, as follows [27, 36]:

Forward simulation. Forward simulation theorems take the following form:

Theorem 1 (Forward simulation). ∀S ∈ Source, ∀t ∈ Trace∞, S⇝ t =⇒ [[S]]C⇝ t.

That is, every valid behavior of the source program is also a valid behavior of the compiled

target program. Forward simulation theorems are generally easy to prove: typically, they are

provenby induction on the derivation ofS⇝ t [27].However, forward simulation theorems

allow the target program to have more behaviors than the source semantics allow, making

them potentially unsatisfactory for verified compiler users. Furthermore, if the source lan-

guage includes nondeterminism or undefined behavior, the compiler must emit target code

that admits all possible source behaviors.

Backward simulation. Backward simulation theorems take the following form:

Theorem 2 (Backward simulation). ∀S ∈ Source, ∀t ∈ Trace∞, [[S]]C⇝ t =⇒ S⇝ t.

That is, every valid behavior of the compiled program is also a valid behavior of the source

program. Backward simulation theorems provide desirable correctness guarantees, especially

when composed with guarantees about the source program: if the behavior of the source

program satisfies someproperty, then the behavior of the compiled code is guaranteed to have
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the same property. In the general case, however, proving a backward simulation requires back-

translation: constructing a source state that corresponds to every target state in the execution

of a compiledprogram, effectively inverting the compilation function.This canmakeproving

backward simulation difficult.

Bisimulation. Bisimulation theorems take the following form:

Theorem 3 (Bisimulation). ∀S ∈ Source, ∀t ∈ Trace∞, S⇝ t ⇐⇒ [[S]]C⇝ t.

That is, bisimulation requires both forward and backward simulation. It is the strongest cor-

rectness guarantee, but is typically too strong for practical source and target languages: it

requires that both languages feature exactly the same nondeterminism.

Ideally, we would like to prove backward simulation correctness theorems without defin-

ing a back-translation. To do so, we appeal to determinism in the target language [8]:

Definition 2 (Determinism). Language L is deterministic if and only if:

∀P ∈ L, ∀t, t′ ∈ Trace∞, P⇝ t =⇒ P⇝ t′ =⇒ t = t′.

Theorem 4. IfTarget is deterministic, then Theorem 1 implies Theorem 2.

Proof. Let S ∈ Source and t ∈ Trace∞ such that S⇝ t. By Definition 1, we have [[S]]C⇝ t.

Now, let t′ ∈ Trace∞ such that [[S]]C⇝ t′. By determinism ofTarget, we have t′ = t. There-

fore S⇝ t′, as required.

Theorem 4 allows us to prove forward simulation for our compiler, as well as determinism

of the target language, and obtain backward simulation as desired. This is the approach taken
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by CompCert [27]. In practice, most compilation targets can be modeled as deterministic

languages.However, some of the errors considered in this workmaymake the target language

nondeterministic; we discussways to adapt this standard proof technique to account for such

forms of nondeterminism in Section 3.3.
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3
Characterizing the design space

In this chapter, we present our systematization of the design space of adaptations to a veri-

fied compiler system that account for target-language errors. Section 3.1 discusses the general

classes of adaptations, Section 3.2 explores how these adaptations can be instantiated for par-

ticular target-language errors, and Section 3.3 discusses how to adapt compiler correctness

proof techniques for our modified correctness theorems.

There are four major components in a verified compilation system: the source language

and semantics, the target language and semantics, the translation from source to target, and

the compiler correctness theorem and proof. Each component can be adapted for target-
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language errors:we can adjust the source language tobemore compatiblewith the restrictions

of the target, we can use a less realistic target semantics to simplify reasoning about errors, we

can modify the compilation strategy to avoid generating the error, or we can prove a more

precise correctness theorem that explicitly accounts for the error. Some of these adaptations

may make sense for particular target-language errors but be inapplicable or even absurd for

others. In general, there is no adaptation that accounts for all target-language errors equally

well. Instead, there is a space of design choices to be explored when building a verified com-

piler for a complex target language.We now explicitly enumerate this design space, exploring

how different adaptations account for different target-language errors.

Table 3.1 summarizes the design space for a verified compiler with a target error model

that differs from that of the source. We consider seven different types of target-language er-

rors, each having distinct properties requiring different adaptations. For each error, we con-

sider seven adaptations for the verified compiler system. Each cell in the table summarizes the

particular design that results from applying the technique in the column to the error in the

row. Several of the resulting designs are nonsensical: they would break the semantics of some

component of the verified compiler, or would require unrealistic assumptions. We include

(in italics) these absurd designs for the sake of comparison, and to underscore the fact that

there is no single approach that appropriately accounts for all errors.On the other hand, some

designs are particularly appropriate or commonly used to account for the error in question;

these are shown in bold.
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Error Modify source
lang.

Modify target Modify compi-
lation strategy

Per-execution
theorem

Prefix-correct
theorem

Per-program
theorem

Weaken value
relation

Memory
exhaustion

Allow source
memory
allocation to
fail

Assume
machine has
infinite
memory

Garbage
collection (does
not allow any
guarantees)

Any
execution
that doesn’t
exhaust
memory is
correct

Any
execution is
correct until
it runs out of
memory

Static
resource-
usage analyses
such as cost
semantics

N/A

Integer
overflow

Source
language with
fixed-width
integers

Target
machine with
mathematical
integer
registers

Compile
mathematical
integers to
bignums

Any execution
that never
causes overflow
is correct

Any execution
is correct until
integer
overflow occurs

Interval
analysis

Map source
integer to its
value modulo
the max
integer

Floating-point
imprecision

Source
language with
floating-point
numbers

Target
machine with
rational-
number
registers

Compile
rationals to
(numerator,
denominator)
pairs

Any execution
in which no
float differs by
more than ε
from its “true”
value is correct

Any execution
is correct until
some float
differs by more
than ε from its
“true” value

Statically
compute an
approximation
bound ε

Map source
rational x to
[x− ε, x+ ε]

Unrepresent-
able input

Source input()
reads only byte
strings

N/A Compile
source and
target values
to be identical

Any
execution in
which inputs
pass
target-level
validation is
correct

Any
execution is
correct until
target-level
validation
fails

N/A Map one
source value
to many
target values
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Error Modify source
lang.

Modify target Modify compi-
lation strategy

Per-execution
theorem

Prefix-correct
theorem

Per-program
theorem

Weaken value
relation

I/O failure Allow I/O
calls to fail

Assume I/O
never fails

Buffer and try
I/O operation
again

Any
execution in
which all I/O
succeeds is
correct

Any
execution is
correct until
an I/O failure

N/A N/A

Dynamic
linking failure

Allow
dynamic link
loading to fail

Assume
linking never
fails

Try to
download the
linked file
from a
repository

Any
execution in
which all
linking
succeeds is
correct

Any
execution is
correct until
the first
linking
failure

N/A N/A

Process
interruption

Add constructs
to handle
interrupts

Run on a
machine with
no OS and no
other processes

Trap the
interrupt and
continue

Any
execution
which is not
interrupted is
correct

Any
execution is
correct until
it is
interrupted

N/A N/A

Table 3.1: The design space of target-language errors and adaptations to address them. Cells in bold indicate cases where this approach is particularly appropriate for this error. Cells in

italics indicate cases where this approach is nonsensical for this error. Due to space constraints, a detailed description of each design is deferred to Section 3.2.
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3.1 Types of adaptation

We now define the adaptations listed in Table 3.1, giving template theorem statements for

the approaches that modify the compiler correctness theorem. Detailed descriptions of how

each adaptation is instantiated for particular target-language errors are deferred to Section 3.2.

Each adaptation offers different tradeoffs among the considerations of precision, simplicity,

realism, and provability (as we describe in Chapter 1); we describe these tradeoffs here as well.

Modify source language. These adaptations add to, remove from, or change parts of

the source language and semantics to bemore compatiblewith the target-language constructs

that cause the error in question. Such adaptations often result in simple and easily provable

correctness theorems, potentially at the cost of convenient, desirable high-level language ab-

stractions.

Modify target. These adaptations change themodel of the target language used for ver-

ification.Note thatwe do not considermodifications to the target language itself: those often

require changes to hardware or operating systems, and are thus beyond the scope of a com-

piler. These adaptations typically result in simple and easily provable correctness theorems,

but lose some realism.

Modify compilation strategy. These adaptations compile source constructs inways

that avoid triggering the target-language error. These adaptations typically result in simple

correctness theorems, but may incur a performance penalty or require a more difficult proof.
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Furthermore, it may not be possible to develop a compilation strategy that avoids the error

in all cases, as would be required for a compiler correctness guarantee.

The remaining four adaptations modify the compiler correctness theorem, maintaining a re-

alistic target model and trading off the other three considerations. Following existing work

(as described in Section 2.3.1), we take Theorem 2, the backward simulation correctness the-

orem, as the “ideal” theorem which we adapt to account for target-language errors.

Per-executioncorrectnesstheorem. This theorem states that any target-level trace

that does not encounter the error is also allowedby the source.Note that it gives no guarantees

about any target trace that terminates with the error, including before the error occurs in that

trace.

Theorem 5 (Per-execution correctness theorem). ∀S ∈ Source, ∀t ∈ Trace∞,

[[S]]C⇝ t =⇒
(
S⇝ t ∨ ∃m ∈ Trace, t = m++[err]

)
This theorem is relatively easy to prove and simple to understand, but it is quite imprecise—

it allows compiler C to emit code that has any finite behavior and then triggers the error,

without regard to the source program.

Prefix-correct theorem. This theorem refines Theorem 5 by additionally requiring

that target traces that end with the error are correct up until the error occurs. That is, target

traces that are not also source traces must consist of a prefix of a valid source trace followed

by the error.
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Theorem 6 (Prefix-correct theorem). ∀S ∈ Source, ∀t ∈ Trace∞,

[[S]]C⇝ t =⇒
(
S⇝ t ∨ (∃m ∈ Trace, ∃t′ ∈ Trace∞, t = m++[err] ∧ S⇝ m++ t′)

)
In general, Theorem 6 provides an improvement in precision compared to Theorem 5, with

minimal loss of simplicity or provability. We use a specialization of this theorem in our im-

plementation of a verified compiler for a nondeterministic target language, as discussed in

Section 3.3 and Appendix A.

Per-program correctness theorem. This theorem gives the full semantic preserva-

tion guarantee of Theorem 2, but only for programs that can be proven statically to never

encounter the error. Define a source-level predicate check(S, . . . ) that holds for all programs

S such that [[S]]C is guaranteed not to encounter err.

Theorem 7 (Per-program correctness theorem). ∀S ∈ Source,

check(S, . . . ) =⇒
(
∀t ∈ Trace∞, [[S]]C⇝ t =⇒ S⇝ t

)
The predicate check may take other parameters: these may include machine properties or

bounds on certain inputs. Users of compilerCmust prove check(S, . . . ) for their program S

in order to get the correctness guarantee; in some instances this can be done by an automated

static analysis. This theorem is simple to understand, but the complexity of check affects how

easy it is to prove—wemay need to use details of the definition of check in the proof to show

that programs that pass check never encounter errors. Moreover, this theoremmay be quite
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imprecise, since check may conservatively exclude programs that would not have triggered

the error.

Weakening the trace relation. The following theorem, fromAbate et al. [1], allows

source and target languages to have different sets of observable events. LetTrace andTrace∞

respectively be the sets of finite and possibly infinite traces containing source-level events, and

letTrace andTrace∞ respectively be the sets of finite and possibly infinite traces containing

target-level events. Let ≈T ⊂ Trace∞ × Trace∞ be a relation between source-level and

target-level traces.

Theorem 8 (Trace-relating correctness theorem [1]). ∀S ∈ Source, ∀t′ ∈ Trace∞,

[[S]]C⇝ t′ =⇒ ∃t ∈ Trace∞, t≈T t′ ∧ S⇝ t

Abate et al. [1] show that with appropriate instantiations of≈T , this theorem can encode a

variety of existing compiler correctness theorems, including both Theorems 5 and 6. How-

ever, Theorem 7 cannot be encoded by choosing a particular ≈T , since Theorem 8 makes

guarantees at the level of individual executions rather than whole programs. In this work, we

will generally consider choices of≈T generated by lifting a relation ≈V between source and

target values to the level of traces. For example, if the source language has booleans but the

target language has only integers, we could instantiateTheorem8with≈T generated bymap-

ping ≈V ≜ {(true, 1), (false, 0)} to verify a compiler that translates booleans into integer

values 1 and 0.When ≈T is based on a simple lifting of≈V , this theorem is fairly simple and

precise, but it may be hard to prove if≈V is not one-to-one [1].
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3.2 Types of errors

Having defined the classes of adaptations in the design space, we now explore how each adap-

tation can be instantiated for particular target-language errors. We define and discuss each of

the errors listed in Table 3.1, evaluating how well each adaptation can account for each error.

Note that in general, we do not discuss using the per-execution correctness theorem (The-

orem 5), since its properties and suitability are essentially identical to those of the stronger

prefix-correct theorem (Theorem 6). We also eschew discussion of modifying the target se-

mantics in cases where it simplymakes an unrealistic assumption about the underlying target

machine.

3.2.1 Memory exhaustion

Real-world computers have finite memory, requiring programmers to deal with the possi-

bility of memory exhaustion. Low-level programming languages typically feature a memory-

allocation primitive such as malloc in C, which can return an error value to indicate failure.

However, high-level source languages generally do not provide precise information about

the memory costs of operations, and compilers for such languages may use memory in un-

expected ways (e.g., by allocating heap memory to store local variables). More importantly,

the semantics of high-level languages may assume infinite memory, with no way to express

an out-of-memory condition. This presents an issue for verified compilers: out-of-memory

errors cause the target program to behave in a way that is not representable in the source

semantics.
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Perhaps the easiest solution to this problem is to avoid it entirely: modify the target to

assume infinite resources, such that the target-language semantics never generate thememory-

exhaustion error.We can then retain the simple compiler correctness guarantee ofTheorem2.

Notably, CompCert uses essentially this approach [30]: its memory model assumes that the

allocation primitive cannot fail. Since most memory allocation in C is handled by the source

programmer via functions such asmalloc that can fail, this assumption is only relevantwhen

reasoning about the allocation of stack frames.

However, this adaptation sacrifices realism if the target is a practical machine or architec-

ture that we wish to verify against. It may also not be possible if the target language has finite-

sized addresses: for example, on a 32-bit architecture, a program that allocatesmore than 4GB

of memory will be unable to reference some of the addresses it has allocated.* Furthermore,

if the target is an intermediate language in a compilation chain, we have merely pushed the

problem further down that chain. We therefore do not consider this adaptation suitable for

high-level programming languages that obscure details of memory consumption.

Seeking to avoid the issue in a differentway,wemight try tomodify the compilation strat-

egy by running a garbage collection routine whenmemory is exhausted. In practical settings,

this is likely to be a sensible design choice. However, it quickly falls short in a verification con-

text: it is always possible to construct a pathological program in which all allocated memory

is still live at the time of exhaustion, such that the garbage collector is unable to free anymem-

ory. For example, one could imagine a program that allocates an extremely large linked list,

*CompCert avoids this issue by raising a compiler error and refusing to compile programs that request a
stack frame with more than 4GB of local variables [27].
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such that every node is always live. Thus, modifying the compilation strategy is not a useful

adaptation for memory exhaustion errors.

A potentially more practical strategy is to modify the source language to explicitly rep-

resent memory exhaustion errors. This could be done through error-reporting mechanisms

such as exceptions. For example, Java [18] has an OutOfMemoryErrorwhich can be thrown

at various points in the program. Notably, the OutOfMemoryError can be thrown during

operations such as implicit boxing conversion (between primitive types and their wrapper

classes); Java programmers might not be aware that such operations require any memory al-

location. This error can in principle be caught, although the Java 16 specification states that

“most simple programs donot try to handle errors” such asOutOfMemoryError.Many other

popular high-level languages, includingOCaml, Python, JavaScript, andC#, take a similar ap-

proach of reporting memory-exhaustion errors via existing source-language constructs. This

approach is practically useful, as evidenced by its widespread use.

However, modifying the source language to deal with memory exhaustion may negate

some of the conveniences of a high-level language. We can instead state and prove a modi-

fied prefix-correct theorem for our compiler, making explicit exactly what guarantees the

compiled code obeys. This is the approach taken by many existing verified compilers. For

example, CakeML [43] originally dealt with memory exhaustion by proving a correctness

theorem equivalent to Theorem 6. Specifically, they show a theorem equivalent to

∀S ∈ Source, ∀t ∈ Trace∞, [[S]]C⇝ t =⇒(
S⇝ t ∨ (∃m ∈ Trace, ∃t′ ∈ Trace∞, t = m++[OOM] ∧ S⇝ m++ t′)

)
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whereOOM is the out-of-memory error.†CakeMLusers enjoyed preservation of safety prop-

erties, but not liveness properties [17], since the compiled code may prematurely terminate

due to memory exhaustion. This theorem gives a clear guarantee both for executions that

encounter memory exhaustion and those that do not, and the modification to the theorem

entailed negligible additional proof effort.

Alternatively, it is possible to adapt the per-program correctness theorem for memory

exhaustion using static analysis. There are a variety of resource-usage analyses for source pro-

grams which can be used to rule out memory exhaustion errors at compile time [17, 34].

These analyses compute a sound approximation to the maximummemory usage of the pro-

gram, and can be incorporated into Theorem 7 as follows:

∀S ∈ Source, ∃sz, safe_for_space(S, sz) =⇒ ∀t ∈ Trace∞, [[S]]C⇝sz t =⇒ S⇝ t

where the predicate safe_for_space(S, sz) holds whenever [[S]]C will use at most sz bytes of

memory, and⇝sz denotes execution with at least sz bytes of memory available. CakeML re-

cently switched to a theorem of this form that preserves liveness properties [17]: users pro-

vide a memory bound for their code and prove the bound correct against a cost semantics.

This stronger guarantee does not come for free: the premise safe_for_space(S, sz) adds a

new proof burden for CakeML users. Moreover, the cost semantics required for this proof

are not for the source language but for an intermediate language whose memory model and

semantics are likely unfamiliar to users. This makes proofs of memory safety quite difficult

and verbose: Gómez-Londoño et al. [17] found that proving memory safety for a seven-line
†See Figure 5 and the definition of extend_with_resource_limit in Tan et al [43].
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implementation of the yes utility required over 1000 lines and 8 person-days of proof effort.

Other analyses may be simpler or even automated but compute more conservative approxi-

mations to the memory usage of the compiled code. Verified compiler designers seeking to

use the per-program correctness theorem can choose analyses that make different tradeoffs

between precision and provability.Having chosen an analysis, this theoremprovides a simple

guarantee for end users, and depending on the details of the safe_for_space premise, writing

and verifying such a compiler may be relatively straightforward.

Note that it is impossible toweaken the value relation to account formemory-exhaustion

errors. There is no relation on values in the source and target that can account for memory

exhaustion, since that is a property of a whole program execution. As discussed in Section 3.1

and by Abate et al. [1], it is possible to define a trace relation that captures the prefix-correct

theorem of the first version of CakeML.

3.2.2 Integer overflow

One of themost common sources of bugs in real-world programs is dealingwith integer over-

flow [33]. High-level source languages would ideally expose arbitrary-precision integers as

primitives in the language, so as to match the programmer’s intuitive understanding of the

arithmetic properties of mathematical integers. However, realistic target architectures sup-

port only fixed-width machine integers, whose arithmetic properties differ in subtle ways

frommathematical integers. The resulting errors can be particularly difficult to debug.

The most common approach to this problem is tomodify the source language to reflect

the limitations of the target language. Many high-level languages like Java, OCaml, Haskell,
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and others provide multiple integer types with fixed bit widths, allowing programmers to

select the width they need to represent particular numbers in their code. This approach is

well-established and suitable for many source languages, but similar to explicit memory man-

agement, it may negate some of the conveniences of programming in a high-level language.

Indeed, languages such as Python do provide arbitrary-width mathematical integers [39], so

we explore other adaptations that may allow us to do so below.

We can adapt the prefix-correct theorem to account for integer overflow. To do so, we

would compile source-level mathematical integers to target-level machine integers with fixed

bit width, then prove the following adaptation of Theorem 6:

∀S ∈ Source, ∀t ∈ Trace∞, [[S]]C⇝ t =⇒(
S⇝ t ∨ (∃m ∈ Trace, ∃t′ ∈ Trace∞, t = m++[OF] ∧ S⇝ m++ t′)

)
whereOF is the integer-overflow error. This theorem stipulates that every compiled program

must either have the same trace as the source, or have the same trace as a finite prefix of the

source followedbyOF. In particular, sinceOF cannot be generatedby the source program, ev-

ery program that encounters integer overflow cannot have any observable behavior after that

error. Unfortunately, this theorem is nonsensical and not useful: by making integer overflow

effectively a fatal error, it forces programmers to use the mathematical integers of the source

language as if they were machine integers.

Adapting the per-program correctness theorem does not produce a better result. We

would still compile source mathematical integers to machine integers, but additionally we

would provide a premise no_overflow(S, t)which states that when given the inputs of trace

t, source program S does not encounter the integer overflow error. The correctness theorem
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would then be:

∀S ∈ Source, ∀t ∈ Trace∞, no_overflow(S, t) =⇒ [[S]]C⇝ t =⇒ S⇝ t

With this theorem, source programmers still must use the source mathematical integers as

machine integers. Moreover, in order to get any correctness guarantee at all they have to stat-

ically prove a property of every possible execution trace of the source program. This shows

that good approaches for memory exhaustion may not translate to good approaches for inte-

ger overflow, exemplifying the need for a comprehensive enumeration of the design space of

adaptations.

Instead, compilers for source languages with mathematical integers canmodify the com-

pilation strategy to support them directly in the target language. For example, Python rep-

resents a mathematical integer as an array of machine integers, ‡ with arithmetic operations

defined accordingly. Many other languages provide “bignum” data types or libraries which

expose arbitrary-precision integers implemented in this way. There is a performance cost to

this design, especially since increasing the size of the bignum array may require a new mem-

ory allocation. However, optimizations, such as dynamically switching to bignums when a

machine-integer value overflows, can reduce this cost in practice.

When verifying a compiler for these languages, the verifier must prove that the implemen-

tation of arithmetic and logical operations on bignum types is faithful to the semantics of

mathematical integers as defined in the source language. While this task may be tedious, it

does not require any novel or unusual verification techniques and should be feasible. Having
‡See https://github.com/python/cpython/blob/main/Include/cpython/longintrepr.h.
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proved correctness of the bignum implementation, we can prove a general correctness the-

orem that does not mention the integer-overflow error at all. However, since bignum arith-

metic may require memory allocation, this verified compiler would also require one of the

modified theorems for memory exhaustion described in Section 3.2.1.

Finally, note thatweakening the value relation does not make sense for integer-overflow

errors. The weakened value relationmentioned in the “weaken value relation” column of Ta-

ble 3.1 is ≈V ≜ {(n, nmod 2k) | n ∈ Z}, i.e., mapping mathematical integers in the source

language to their value modulo 2k, where k is the bit-width of integers in the target. This is

clearly nonsensical—it does not preserve integer values larger than 2k − 1.

3.2.3 Floating-point imprecision

A common source of errors and unexpected behavior in programs is floating-point impre-

cision [13]. Suppose we have a high-level language that provides arbitrary-precision rational

numbers as a primitive, and a target language that supports floating point numbers according

to a standard such as IEEE 754 [20]. These designsmatch the source programmer’s intuition

for non-integer arithmetic and the properties of real-world computing hardware, respectively.

The naïve approach is to simply compile these arbitrary-precision rational numbers to target

floating-point numbers. However, floating-point rounding errors and imprecision can accu-

mulate, causing the compiled program’s behavior to diverge from that of the source.

Perhaps the most common adaptation is tomodify the source language, allowing float-

ing point numbers as primitives and not arbitrary precision rationals. This is the approach
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taken by, for example, Java,OCaml, and Python.§ Furthermore, it allows the compiler to take

advantage of hardware-level support andoptimizations for floating-point arithmetic, improv-

ing performance. Again, however, it may negate some of the conveniences of using high-level

languages, since programmers must manually avoid generating floating-point imprecision er-

rors.

Another possible adaptation is to modify the compilation strategy: compile rational

numbers to (numerator, denominator) integer pairs. Similar to using bignums to repre-

sent arbitrary-width integers, this adaptation avoids themismatch in representation between

source and target, allowingus to prove a correctness theoremof the formofTheorem2.How-

ever, this design may result in poor performance compared to target-language support for

floating-point operations: simple operations at the source level such as addition and com-

parison now require multiple target-level additions and multiplications, and memory con-

sumption may be higher (depending on the bit-widths used). In practice, a combination of

these two adaptations may be preferable: many languages expose floating-point numbers as

the primitive data type and provide library support for rational-number arithmetic using an

integer pair or similar representation.

In caseswhere the loss of precision is acceptable, however, itmight be preferable to compile

rational numbers to floating-point numbers. Note that some loss of precision is inevitable,

since some rationals, such as 1
3 , can not be represented exactly as a floating point number.

In this case, we can parameterize Theorems 5 and 6 with a bound ε for the acceptable loss

of precision. The error would be that some floating-point variable contains a value that dif-
§Interestingly, as noted in Section 3.2.2, Python takes a different approach for integers, supporting un-

bounded integers in the source language.
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fers by more than ε from the value of the corresponding source rational variable. However,

unlike the other target-language errors we discuss, this error is unobservable: a program execu-

tion cannot detect when the error exceeds the permitted bound. Thus theper-execution and

prefix-correct theorems provide little value: they guarantee that either the execution is cor-

rect (i.e., within acceptable precision bounds) or it is not, and we have no simple mechanism

to discover which is the case.

By contrast, using the per-program correctness theorem adaptation entails determin-

ing statically whether a particular program will encounter a floating-point imprecision error,

avoiding the issue of imprecision being undetectable at runtime. Previous work has used a

variety of techniques to approximate floating-point imprecision in programs. For example,

Titolo et al. [44] use abstract interpretation to soundly approximate accumulated floating-

point imprecision at each programpoint. Their tool, PRECiSA, produces both these approx-

imate bounds and a formal proof certificate that the bounds are sound.We could incorporate

such an analysis into an adaptation of Theorem 7 as follows:

∀S ∈ Source, ∀ε ∈ Q, approx(S, ε) =⇒

∀t′ ∈ Trace∞, [[S]]C⇝ t′ =⇒ ∃t ∈ Trace∞, S⇝ t ∧ t≈T t′

where approx(S, ε) holds if and only if ε is a sound approximation to the imprecision that

can accumulate in [[S]]C, and t≈T t′ holds if and only if t and t′ are the same up to ε floating-

point imprecision between corresponding values. This design also contains elements of the

weakening the value relation adaptation, but note that simply weakening the value relation
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without a statically verified bound is impossible: for any ε, it should be possible to write a

program that eventually accumulates at least ε floating-point imprecision.

Additionally, note that adapting Theorem 7 may require that control flow and externally

visible events do not depend on comparison of rationals. For instance, consider the program

if x > y then output("yes") else output("no") (where x and y are rational vari-

ables). For values of x and y that are close together, acceptable floating-point imprecision

might change which branch is taken, producing irreconcilable traces in the source and target

semantics. This is another drawback to the per-program correctness theorem adaptation rela-

tive to the modified compilation strategy discussed earlier, which entails no such restriction.

3.2.4 Unrepresentable input

Programmers expect high-level languages to provide ergonomic abstractions for data types

and data structures. Compilers for these languages must compile these abstractions to lower-

level representations. When the source program takes a value of one of these types as input,

the compiled code receives bytes that should conform to the chosen representation; a target-

language error can occur if the input bytes do not match that representation. This issue can

arise when reading from a command line or a file, or when using a foreign function interface

to receive objects from another language.

As an example, consider a source language with boolean values true and false, compiled

to a target language that has only 32-bit integer values. If we compile true to 1 and false to 0,

the target value 10 would be unrepresentable as a boolean variable. The adaptation of mod-

ifying the source language would mean defining the source-level input() primitive to read
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and return only 32-bit integers, requiring the programmer to choose how tomap integers to

boolean values. This is suitable for this simple example, but for more complex data types this

would require the programmer to know and implement details of the memory representa-

tions used by the compiler. Alternatively, we could choose amodified compilation strategy

in which source and target values are structurally identical—in this case, allocating only one

bit for each source boolean variable. This avoids the unrepresentable input issue entirely, but

may not be feasible for complex data types.

We can also use the per-execution and prefix-correct theorems to account for cases of

unrepresentable input. For every source input() call, the compiler could insert code to vali-

date the received input against the desired representation and raise a target-language error in

cases of invalid input. We could design such a compiler to satisfy straightforward instantia-

tions of Theorems 5 and 6. A per-program correctness theorem is impossible here, since

inputs cannot be analyzed at compile time.

An alternative adaptation to the correctness theorem is to weaken the value relation by

allowing multiple values at the target level to map to the same source value, instantiating

Theorem 8. For the example of a boolean source and 32-bit target, suppose the compiler

treats 0 as false and all nonzero values as true. Define the following relation on source and

target values:

≈V ≜ {(false, 0)} ∪ {(true, n′) | n′ 6= 0} ∪ {(n, n′)}

where n, n′ range over 32-bit integers. Then, define≈T inTheorem8by lifting≈V , such that

t≈T t′ holds if and only if for every pair of corresponding values v, v′ that appear in t and t′,
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we have v≈V v′. We have effectively defined the problem of unrepresentable input away, so

the target program does not have to crash upon unrepresentable input. However, this design

may not always be possible: for complex data types, there may be no good way to map bit

sequences that do not satisfy the representation to particular instances of the data type.

3.2.5 I/O failure

Programs interact with their environment by means of potentially unreliable input-output

constructs, including files, the command line, shared memory, a graphical device, or the net-

work, each ofwhichmay fail.However, high-level language designersmay notwant to expose

the details of handling I/O, instead hiding those details inside the compiler behind simple

input() and output() primitives. With this design, I/O failure becomes a target-language er-

ror which is unrepresentable in the source, posing issues for verified compilation.

A simple adaptation is to modify the source language such that input() and output()

can fail. Binary success or failure can obscure the low-level details that the source language is

supposed to abstract over, while avoiding the need for the compiler to try to hide the underly-

ing failure in some way. This is the approach most high-level languages take, and is arguably

the most “principled” approach as well.

We consider other designs for the sake of completeness. It is straightforward to adapt the

per-execution and prefix-correct theorems: compilers satisfying the resulting correctness

theorems do not force the source programmer to explicitly handle I/O failure, instead pro-

ducing programs that crash if an I/O call fails. Note, however, that it is impossible to adapt

the per-program correctness theorem to this setting, since I/O errors cannot be analyzed
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statically. Similarly, since the error does not involve the values of variables, we would not be

able toweaken the value relation appropriately. Finally,modifying the compilation strat-

egy to avoid the issue could entail retrying the I/O operation until it succeeds, which (while

potentially of some utility in practice) would fail to provide any universal guarantees without

additional assumptions.

3.2.6 Dynamic linking failure

Dynamic linking is present in many modern programming languages, allowing programs to

link toprecompiledbinaries or bytecode at runtime.This canproduce a target-language error,

however, if the linked file is incorrectly formatted or not found. Since the source language

usually hides the details of linking from the programmer, this error is unrepresentable at the

source level. Superficially, this error seems like a case of I/O failure, since it results from failure

to read a particular file.However, dynamic linking errors can occur anywhere in the program,

without requiring any explicit I/O—they may be generated when a library is loaded, or only

when code from a linked library is actually called.

Although there are important differences with I/O failure, the adaptations for verified

compilers are similar. A straightforward approach is to modify the source language to al-

low dynamic linking to fail, as exemplified by Java: the Java 16 language specification [18]

states that if an error occurs during class loading, a Java error of class LinkageErrorwill be

thrown when the running code attempts to use the class that failed to load. This error can

be caught at the source level, meaning that Java programs could in principle try to recover

gracefully from a dynamic linking error. Even if the error is fatal (rather than catchable), its
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existence at the source level allows us to prove a standard semantic preservation theorem such

as Theorem 2.

Alternatively, we could straightforwardly adapt theper-execution andprefix-correct the-

orems to account for dynamic linking errors. We would not need to allow linking to fail at

the source level; rather, the theoremwould implicitly require dynamic linking errors to cause

the program to crash. On the other hand, we could not use the per-program correctness

theorem, nor could weweaken the value relation, for the same reasons as discussed in Sec-

tion 3.2.5. Attempting to discern amodified compilation strategy that could account for

this error leads us to impractical designs such as attempting to download the missing linked

library from some network repository.

3.2.7 Process interruption

The code emitted by a compilermay be executed on a variety of platforms, but inmost cases it

will run in a user-privileged process under some operating system. An accurate target seman-

tics, then, must also account for behaviors at the target level caused by the operating system.

These may include various system calls, such as for device communication, resource manage-

ment, and process control. We could imagine augmenting the target semantics with a set of

built-in system calls that have the appropriate effects on the modeled machine state.

Furthermore, operating systems also have behaviors and effects that are not directly in-

voked by a running process. For example, other processes or the operating system may force

the process to terminate by a mechanism such as POSIX signals [21]. Verified compilers may

ormaynot need tomodel signals andother suchbehaviors explicitly, but doing so increases re-
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alism and reduces the gap between the model used for verification and the actual system that

will run the compiled code. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 1, users of verified com-

pilers who compose the compiler correctness theorem with source-level verification results

obtain an end-to-end theorem that more accurately represents the properties of the resulting

executable.

However, some process interruptions via signal (such as SIGKILL) are target-language er-

rors that cannot be usefully represented in the source. This presents issues for verified com-

pilers: clearly, a target program that terminates prematurely due to a signal or interruption

does not have the same behavior as its source.

We note thatmodifying the source language is not useful: doing so would require us to

addprogrammer-visible source constructs that handle interrupts, but—bydefinition—apro-

cess that has been interrupted cannot continue executing in order to process the interrupt.¶

Similarly,modifying the compilation strategy seems to require the compiler to insert code

to ignore interrupts into all programs; again, this cannot generally be done.

We thus consider adaptations to the compiler correctness theorem. Most generally, a pro-

cessmay be interrupted and terminated at any time.We could therefore instantiate theprefix-

correct theorem, giving the following adaptation of Theorem 6:

Theorem 9 (Prefix-correct theorem for process interruption).

∀S ∈ Source, ∀t ∈ Trace∞, [[S]]C⇝ t =⇒(
S⇝ t ∨ (∃m ∈ Trace, ∃t′ ∈ Trace∞, t = m++[INT] ∧ S⇝ m++ t′)

)
¶Note that POSIX does allow processes to define signal handlers for some signals, but SIGKILL and similar

signals cannot be caught or ignored [21].
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Our Coq implementation, described in Appendix A, uses Theorem 9 as its compiler correct-

ness theorem.

Note thatwe cannot use theper-program correctness theoremhere, since there is no stat-

ically provable predicate over source programs that guarantees that a process cannot be inter-

rupted. Likewise, we cannotweaken the value relation, since interruption is not a property

of values in the languages.

In a sense, process interruption is the most pathological case for target-language error: it is

triggered by parts of the machine state totally external to the target model, and can occur at

any point during execution. We therefore cannot reason about it more carefully than Theo-

rem 9 in the context of semantic preservation. It may be possible to make weaker guarantees

about processes that are interrupted or induced to terminate prematurely; we discuss these

guarantees in Chapter 4.

3.3 Proof technique for nondeterminism

In Section 2.3.1, we noted that a standard proof technique for backward simulation compiler

correctness theorems involves proving both forward simulation for the compiler and deter-

minism for the target language. This technique is applicable for proving many of the theo-

rems presented in Section 3.2. For example, the correctness theorems stated in Section 3.2.1

are provable with this technique: memory exhaustion occurs deterministically when the tar-

get machine has allocated all available memory, so we can modify the semantics of the target

language to track the amount of memory allocated and deterministically issue the out-of-
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memory error when necessary. Indeed, this is the technique CakeML uses to prove the two

versions of its correctness theorem described in Section 3.2.1 [43, 17].

However, some of the errors we discuss occur nondeterministically. In particular, process

interruption can occur at any point during execution of the program and can be triggered by

machine state not visible to the program.Thus, adding process interruptionmakes our target

semantics nondeterministic, precluding the unmodifieduse of the proof technique described

in Section 2.3.1.

In general, provingTheorem6 for nondeterministic target languagesmay necessitate back-

translation. However, the nondeterminism introduced by process interruption is of a partic-

ularly simple form: either the machine executes the next instruction, or it is interrupted and

terminates immediately. More generally, nondeterministic target-language errors may cause

the machine to execute a short code segment to report the error, then terminate.

The simplicity of this nondeterminism suggests that it might be possible to prove adap-

tations of Theorem 2 using adaptations of the standard proof technique. In particular, for

every T ∈ Target, we ought to be able to define some “normal” trace tn that is generated

when T executes without ever being interrupted. Then, we should be able to prove that ei-

therT admits tn, orT admits some finite prefix of tn followed by the error. This is reminiscent

of the structure of Theorem 6: either the target trace is a source trace, or it is a finite prefix

of a source trace followed by the error. Indeed, ifT = [[S]]C for some S, it appears that all we

would need to do to obtain Theorem 6 is show that S admits tn.

We formalize this intuition as follows. To formalize the notion of executing a target pro-

gram without encountering interruption, we separate the small-step relation of the target
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language into two layers: a deterministic relation−→det containing all the “normal”machine

transitions, and the full semantics−→. We thus have the following inference rules for−→:

Definition 3 (Inference rules for −→ relation in terms of −→det). Letting metavariable σ

range over states ofTarget and e range over events:

Normal
σ e−→det σ′

σ e−→ σ′
Err

σ Error−→ σerr

where σerr is an irreducible error state.

We then define ⇝det and ⇝ by substituting−→det and−→, respectively, intoDefinition 1.

The proof of Theorem 6 consists of proving two lemmas, corresponding to the two com-

ponents of the informal proof outline given above.

Lemma 1 (Backward simulation under deterministic semantics).

∀S ∈ Source, ∀t ∈ Trace∞, [[S]]C⇝det t =⇒ S⇝ t

Lemma 1 is proved using the standard technique described in Section 2.3.1: we first prove a

forward simulation from Source toTarget executed under the deterministic semantics, then

use determinism of−→det to obtain the backward simulation result.

Lemma 2 (Modified backward simulation from full semantics to deterministic semantics).

∀T ∈ Target, ∀t ∈ Trace∞,T⇝ t =⇒

(T⇝det t ∨ ∃m ∈ Trace, t′ ∈ Trace∞, t = m++[Error] ∧ T⇝det (m++ t′))
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Lemma 2 can be thought of as a modified backward simulation between target programs

under the deterministic semantics and the full semantics. Since the full semantics are nonde-

terministic, back-translation is required.However, the back-translation is trivial: target states

are identical and execute in lock-step under either semantics (unless the error occurs), so we

can use an identity back-translation. This theorem can thus be proven straightforwardly by

induction on the derivations of−→ for each step in the derivation ofT⇝ t.

Finally, we can use Lemmas 1 and 2 to prove our top-level compiler correctness theorem,

which is equivalent to Theorem 6:

Theorem 1 (Prefix-correct theorem for target with nondeterministic error)

If Lemmas 1 and 2 hold, then we have:

∀S ∈ Source, ∀t ∈ Trace∞, [[S]]C⇝ t =⇒

(S⇝ t ∨ ∃m ∈ Trace, t′ ∈ Trace∞, t = m++[Error] ∧ S⇝ (m++ t′))

Proof. Let S ∈ Source and t ∈ Trace∞ such that [[S]]C⇝ t.

By Lemma 2, we have:

([[S]]C⇝det t ∨ ∃m ∈ Trace, t′ ∈ Trace∞, t = m++[Error] ∧ [[S]]C⇝det (m++ t′)) .

But by Lemma 1, we have [[S]]C⇝det t =⇒ S⇝ t and

[[S]]C⇝det m++ t′ =⇒ S⇝ m++ t′.

We can apply these implications to obtain:

(S⇝ t ∨ ∃m ∈ Trace, t′ ∈ Trace∞, t = m++[Error] ∧ S⇝ (m++ t′)) .
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In summary, our adapted proof technique to prove theorems of the form of Theorem 6

for target languages with this kind of limited nondeterminism consists of the following three

steps:

1. Separate the semantics of the target language into−→det and−→.

2. Prove Lemma 1: backward simulation between the source language and the target lan-

guage executed under−→det.

3. Prove Lemma 2: modified backward simulation between the target language executed

under−→det and under−→.

Separating the target semantics into deterministic and nondeterministic layers lets us obtain

standard results under the deterministic semantics. Furthermore, we avoid having to reason

about nondeterminism in the target in the context of compiled source programs, sidestep-

ping the back-translation issue mentioned in Section 2.3.1.

We expect that this proof technique will straightforwardly generalize to any nondetermin-

istic target-language error whose effect is to execute some small code segment, then terminate.

However, undetectable errors that do not immediately terminate the target program would

preclude the use of this proof technique. In particular, the proof of Lemma 2 would require

a complex back-translation to map states in executions with errors to states in executions

without errors, and it is unclear how to construct such a back-translation in general.

We have developed in Coq an implementation of a verified compiler for a target language

featuring nondeterministic process interruption.Our implementation uses the techniquewe

describe above to prove that the compiler satisfies Theorem 9. In addition to demonstrating
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the practical utility of this proof technique, our implementation provides an example of how

a verified compiler designer might instantiate one of our template correctness theorems for a

particular source-target language pair. More details about our Coq development are given in

Appendix A.
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4
Weaker guarantees in the absence of

correctness

In this chapter, we discuss guarantees weaker than semantic preservation that can be proven

to hold over all target executions. These can give verified compiler users confidence that com-

piled programs that do encounter errors will not exhibit arbitrarily bad behavior, potentially

making the compiler more useful in practice.

In Section 3.1,we statedTheorems 5 and 6which exclude executions that encounter target-

language errors from the semantic preservation guarantee. Users of verified compilers may
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still want some guarantees about the compiled code that hold in all executions, not just those

that do not encounter errors. As we have discussed, such guarantees must be weaker than se-

mantic preservation. However, they can guarantee that in cases where the program does en-

counter a target-language error, it does not execute arbitrary bad behaviors such as disclosing

memory or jumping to arbitrary code. We seek to capture these cases in our formalism.

We extend our model of execution to capture additional information τ, which consists

of the machine state at every program point in the execution of the program. To do so, we

redefine the reflexive transitive closure relation as−→∗ : SL × Trace × S∗L × SL,where

S∗L denotes a finite list of states from SL, using the following three rules:

σ [ ],[ ]−→∗ σ

σ −→ σ′ σ′ t, τ−→∗ σ′′

σ t, σ′ :: τ−−−→∗ σ′′

σ e−→ σ′ σ′ t, τ−→∗ σ′′

σ e :: t, σ′ :: τ−−−−−→∗ σ′′

Likewise, we redefine the infinite transitive closure relation as−→∞ : SL × Trace∞ × S∞L ,

where S∞L denotes an infinite list of states from SL, using the following two rules:

σ −→ σ′ σ′ t, τ−→∞

σ t, σ′ :: τ−−−→∞

σ e−→ σ′ σ′ t, τ−→∞

σ e :: t, σ′ :: τ−−−−−→∞

Now, let P τ⇝ t be the predicate generated by using these modified definitions of−→∗ and

−→∞ in Definition 1. Intuitively, P τ⇝ t denotes that program P admits trace twithmachine

states τ during execution. The machine configurations appearing in τ contain all program

state used by the semantics of the language of P. These configurations could include register

state, stack and heapmemory, a continuation, or local variables, depending on the semantics
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of the language of P. Such machine state is not externally visible, so top-level compiler cor-

rectness theorems generally do not mention it. However, if the program terminates prema-

turely due to a target-language error aspects of this state may become visible, meaning that

we would want to give guarantees over those aspects as well as the externally visible events

discussed in the rest of this thesis. Furthermore, some of the weaker guarantees of interest

involve compiler-enforced representation invariants, which are captured only in τ.

We can then give the following template theorem statement for stating guarantees that

hold over all executions in the target language:

Theorem 10 (Guarantee over all target executions).

∀S ∈ Source, ∀t ∈ Trace∞, [[S]]C
τ⇝ t =⇒ Q(τ)

whereQ is a predicate enforcing the safety property of interest over τ.

It may not be immediately obvious that Theorem 10 can be proved without running into

the issue of the target-language error being unrepresentable in the source language. After all,

the theorem quantifies over source programs in Source. Note, however, that Theorem 10

does not mention execution of a source program. Instead, we effectively quantify over exe-

cutions of all possible outputs of compiler C. Furthermore, since Q is not given the source

program as an argument, we cannot choose a predicate Q that makes Theorem 10 equiva-

lent to Theorem 2 or any other semantic preservation result. Thus, proofs of Theorem 10 do

not need to use the source semantics in which errors are unrepresentable. Consequently, any

predicateQ that satisfies Theorem 10 will hold for all executions of compiled code.
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4.1 Example predicates

We informally describe examples of predicatesQ that may be of interest in various settings.

Control-flow integrity. Theorem 5, the per-execution correctness theorem, allows

target programs to have any behavior that terminates with a target-language error. In prac-

tice, we may want to prevent execution of arbitrary code in executions that encounter errors.

For an assembly-like target, this could be expressed by a safety property over the instruction

pointer: in all executions, the instruction pointer should remain within the code segments of

the currently running program. The proof that such a guarantee holds would likely require

proving that the code generated by the compiler jumps only to appropriate targets. More

sophisticated models of the source program’s control flow could be used to more precisely

restrict all target executions, with correspondingly greater proof effort.

Memory safety. We may wish to prove that target-language code does not violate mem-

ory safety even in cases of error. For a source language with modules, objects, or other forms

of encapsulation, we may wish to enforce a stronger guarantee: for instance, that only code

frommoduleM can directlymanipulate state owned byM. Such an encapsulation guarantee

might help contain the effects of a target-language error to just the module that encountered

the error, even though the semantics of the target-language executionmay differ significantly

from any possible source-language execution.

Graceful exit. Wemaywish to prove that upon premature exit due to an error, the com-

piled code leaves the machine in a clean or safe state. What precisely constitutes a clean state
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will depend on the particular system, but could include properties such as ensuring that files

are closed, that network connections are appropriately terminated, or that secure information

is not left in memory locations that could become externally visible. These requirements can

be expressed as safety properties over the last state in τ, and proven to hold by reasoning about

the code that handles errors and terminates the program.Note that for some errors—such as

process interruption and memory exhaustion—the error condition may not allow any code

to execute after it arises, making graceful exit impossible.
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5
Related work

In this chapter,we discuss key contributions in verified compilation and relatedfields in order

to situate our work within the literature.

5.1 Complex target models

There is a significant body of work examining ways of extending compiler correctness theo-

rems for complex target languages and machine models. This work encompasses both theo-

retical frameworks that account for target-language errors and implementations of verified

compilers for specific language pairs.
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On the theoretical side,Abate et al. [1] present a general definition of compiler correctness*

parameterized on a relation between traces, equivalent to our Theorem 8. They show that by

defining the trace relation appropriately, Theorem 8 can account for a variety of differences

in the externally visible behaviors of the source and target languages, including some target-

language errors. In particular, defining≈T as

{(t, t′) | (t = t′) ∨ (∃m′ ∈ Trace, t′ = m′ ++[err])}

in Theorem 8 produces a theorem equivalent to Theorem 5. Similarly, defining≈T as

{(t, t′) | (t = t′) ∨ (∃m ∈ Trace,m′ ∈ Trace,m = m′ ∧m < t ∧ t′ = m′ ++[err])}

in Theorem 8 produces a theorem equivalent to Theorem 6. The authors describe how to

choose trace relations that model the top-level correctness theorems of CompCert and the

original version of CakeML, as well as a system similar to our example for unrepresentable

input in Section 3.2.4. Note that since their relation is parameterized over traces, it cannot be

used to encode a per-program correctness theorem analogous to our Theorem 7. Since their

focus is purely on compiler correctness theorems, they also do not discuss the first three adap-

tations we described in Section 3.1: modifying the source, modifying the target, and modify-

ing the compilation strategy.

On the implementation side, past work has built verified compilers that account for some

of the specific errors we describe in Section 3.2. Férée et al. [15] build a verified implementa-

tion of file I/O for CakeML, accounting for nondeterminism in the file system. They specify

*Definition 1.2 in Abate et al. [1].
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low-level, nondeterministic implementations of read() and write(), high-level versions

that hide the nondeterminism behind repeated calls to the low-level versions, and the liveness

property that “the file system eventually reads/writes at least one character.” Their design

combines elements of our modify-the-source and modify-the-compilation-strategy adapta-

tions.

Boldo et al. [9] implement and verify compilation of floating-point arithmetic in Com-

pCert, proving that the compiler emits code that respects the semantics of floating-point op-

erations in C. This requires them to formalize the IEEE-754 floating-point standard in Coq.

C has floating-point numbers, as opposed to rationals, so this work falls under our modify-

the-source adaptation.

5.2 Separate compilation

One of the key recent directions in verified compilation research has been verification of sep-

arate compilation: compiling partial programs such that their compositions obey correctness

guarantees. This work is largely orthogonal to our focus on target-language errors, but sep-

arate compilation may introduce new errors that can be addressed with the adaptations we

describe: for example, our approaches to dynamic linking failure may be appropriate when

constructing the top-level correctness theorem for the composition of separately compiled

programs. Furthermore, the considerations we identified are also important when evaluating

separate compilation designs.
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Patterson and Ahmed [36] give a general compositional compiler correctness theorem†

whose parameters can be instantiated to give a variety of theorems used by existing verified

separate compilation work. Their theorem requires definitions of various components of

the linking system, including the language in which linking is done, the set of all programs

that can be linked, and lifting functions from the target to the linking medium (to produce

“source-like” components whose behavior the target components should refine). This theo-

rem gives easily understandable guarantees once parameters are chosen, but depending on

the setting, proving it may require difficult back-translations from target to source.

SepCompCert [23] extends CompCert with separate compilation, albeit with the restric-

tion that only components compiledby SepCompCert canbe linked. Its theoremand formal-

ization are easy to understand and relatively straightforward to prove, but its set of linkable

components is somewhat constrained. Compositional CompCert [42] takes a different ap-

proach, allowing for linking components fromany language and compiler usingCompCert’s

memorymodel. To support this larger set of linkable programs, its theorem statement ismore

complex than SepCompCert’s and its proof is significantlymore difficult. CompCertM [41]

bridges the gap between SepCompCert’s and Compositional CompCert’s approaches: it al-

lows linking with components written in other languages (in its case, handwritten assembly),

but it develops a novel verification technique that allows it to avoid some of the proof over-

head incurredbyCompositionalCompCert. Its top-level correctness theoremand formalism

are still somewhat complex, however, since they must account for linking with components

in different languages.
†Theorem 4.1 in Patterson and Ahmed [36].
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5.3 Secure compilation

Secure compilation is an increasingly important and related area that studies how to construct

compilers that emit code satisfying the same security properties as the input source. For ex-

ample, compilers for source languages with public and private annotations for local variables

need to store private variables so that their values cannot be accessed by foreign code [35].

Similar to our work on target-language errors, proving preservation of security properties

requires reasoning about behaviors of the target language that cannot be represented at the

source level. In this setting, adversaries are typically represented by contexts in which source

or compiled code is executed; the context can be thought of as a program with a hole into

which the source or compiled code is inserted. While the semantics of high-level languages

might restrict the context to entering the source program only via normal function calls, an

assembly-like target contextmight be able to jump to arbitrary locations in the compiled code,

creating security vulnerabilities not present in the source program.

Patrignani et al. [35] survey a variety of approaches to building provably secure compil-

ers. They focus on the criterion of full abstraction, which requires that programs that are

indistinguishable by adversarial contexts at the source level must also be indistinguishable by

adversarial contexts at the target level. This criterion is attractive since it means that source

programmers can understand the security properties of their code without reasoning about

the target semantics. Patrignani et al. [35] discuss ways that secure compiler writers might

achieve full abstraction, ranging from developing sophisticated type systems for target lan-

guages to inserting runtime checks or cryptographic operations during compilation.
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Full abstraction is a very strong security property thatmay be difficult to prove, and it may

be impossible in the presence of side-channels [2]. Abate et al. [2] explore a broad range of

security guarantees characterized in terms of execution traces of programs similar to the trace-

based compiler correctness theorems discussed in our work. Their approach is also similar to

ours in that they seek to systematize a large space of possible designs. In their case, the designs

correspond to classes of execution trace properties of varying expressive power, representing

attackers with varying capabilities.

Evaluation of the security implications of our adaptations is beyond the scope of this the-

sis. However, the target-language errors we examine could be important sources of security

vulnerabilities.We hope that future work will examine our adaptations from a security point

of view—in particular, investigating what security properties hold for a compiler that does

not satisfy full semantic preservation.
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6
Conclusion

In this thesis, we explored and systematized the design space faced by writers of verified com-

pilerswhen adapting their systems to account for errors in the target language.We categorized

these adaptations according to the component of the verified compiler they modify and gave

template theorem statements for adaptations that modify the compiler correctness theorem.

We then applied each of these adaptations to seven representative types of target-language

error, showing that approaches that are suitable or commonly used for one error may be in-

applicable or even absurd for another.Noting that some errorsmake the target language non-

deterministic, we developed an adaptation to the standard compiler correctness proof tech-
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nique that accounts for this limited nondeterminismwith relativelyminimal proof overhead.

Given that errors prevent us from proving correctness for every target execution, we consider

guarantees that do hold over all executions and can prevent specific unreasonable behaviors.

Our comparison and evaluation of these designs has been guided by four key considerations:

precision, simplicity, realism, and provability. Future builders of verified compilers can use

our systematizationwhen designing their own systems, choosing appropriate adaptations for

their particular target language and setting. Users of those compilers can, in turn, compose

our theorems with guarantees they produce in other stages of the code creation pipeline in

order to understand exactly what properties their executables ultimately satisfy.

There are a few possible directions for future work based on this project. First, many of the

errorswe discussed have not been explicitly included in the target-languagemodels of existing

verified compilers.We hope that future verified compilerwriters will find our systematization

of the design space of adaptations useful when developing their own systems. Second, we

hope that this work will inspire the research community to develop more adaptations for

verified compilers to account for target-language errors, and to evaluate these adaptations

in light of our systematization. Third, we hope that future work will examine the security

implications of the errors wemodel and the adaptations we propose. In particular, given that

target-language errors prevent us from proving full semantic preservation, it is important to

understand what security properties hold for a compiler that does not satisfy full semantic

preservation.
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A
A verified compiler for a nondeterministic

target

We summarize our implementation in the Coq proof assistant of a verified compiler satisfy-

ing Theorem 9 and using the proof technique we described in Section 3.3. The full source

code of our Coq development is available at https://github.com/pratapsingh1729/

adapting-verified-compilation.

Our verified compiler implementation is adapted from Xavier Leroy’s tutorial “Proving

the correctness of a compiler,” most recently presented at the EUTypes Summer School in
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2019 [29]. Leroy presents a stylized verified compiler from a simple imperative source lan-

guage to a stack-machine target, as well as some verified optimization passes at the source

level. We choose this implementation as our base because it is rich enough to capture some

of the complex control-flow constructs that can make verifying a compiler difficult, but also

simple enough that adding new features does not require prohibitive proof effort (unlike a

“production-quality” system such as CompCert). Past work, including Abate et al. [1], has

also adapted Leroy’s compiler to demonstrate new formalisms and features for the same rea-

sons.

The twomain featureswe require that are not present inLeroy’s compiler are explicit traces

of events and nondeterminism via process interruption in the target language. For simplicity,

we assume that both the source and target languages have the same externally visible events:

• IN(z)means take z as input (where z ∈ Z).

• OUT(z)means give z as output (where z ∈ Z).

Note that to avoid reasoning about fixed-width integer overflow, we use mathematical inte-

gers in our language. A more realistic verified compiler might combine this design with one

of the adaptations described in Section 3.2.2.

Additionally, we need to add amodel of the state of the external world with which the exe-

cuting programs interact: this must provide inputs to and receive outputs from the program

currently executing. The external world is generally nondeterministic, but since this nonde-

terminism is external to the program under execution, we can abstract it out of our source

and target semantics [27]. LetG denote an external world state, and define the following two

functions:
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• take(G)maps world stateG to integer z (given as input) and new world stateG′.

• give(G, z)maps world stateG and integer z (received as output) to newworld stateG′.

Our compiler correctness theorem requires that both the source and target programs begin

executing in the same world stateG.

Source language: IMP The source language is IMP, a simple imperative language fea-

turing arithmetic and boolean expressions, conditionals, and while loops. The syntax of

IMP is given in Figure A.1.

arithmetic expressions a ::= x | z | a+ a | a− a

boolean expressions b ::= TRUE | FALSE | a = a | a ≤ a | NOT b | b AND b

commands c ::= SKIP | x := a | c; c | INPUT x | OUTPUT a

| IF b THEN c ELSE c | WHILE b DO c

continuations k ::= Kstop | c ;; k
stores s ::= Var 7→ Z

Figure A.1: Syntax of IMP. Metavariable x ranges over variables inVar, and metavariable z ranges over integers. We as-

sume that stores s are total and unambiguous, i.e., there is exactly onemapping in the store for each program variable.

The operational semantics of IMP are given in Figure A.2. We give a labeled transition

semantics in termsof continuations andwith an explicit store containing variables. IMP states

thus consist of a command under execution, a continuation, a store, and a world state.
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(x, s) −→a s(a)

(a1, s) −→a z1 (a2, s) −→a z2
(a1 + a2, s) −→a z

z = z1 + z2

(z, s) −→a z

(a1, s) −→a z1 (a2, s) −→a z2
(a1 − a2, s) −→a z

z = z1 − z2

(b, s) −→b b
b ∈ {TRUE, FALSE} (b, s) −→b TRUE

(NOT b, s) −→b FALSE

(b, s) −→b FALSE

(NOT b, s) −→b TRUE

(a1, s) −→a z1 (a2, s) −→a z2
(a1 = a2, s) −→b TRUE

if z1 = z2
(a1, s) −→a z1 (a2, s) −→a z2

(a1 = a2, s) −→b FALSE
if z1 6= z2

(a1, s) −→a z1 (a2, s) −→a z2
(a1 ≤ a2, s) −→b TRUE

if z1 ≤ z2
(a1, s) −→a z1 (a2, s) −→a z2

(a1 ≤ a2, s) −→b FALSE
if z1 > z2

(b1, s) −→b b
′
1 (b2, s) −→b b

′
2

(b1 AND b2, s) −→b TRUE
if b′1 = b′2 = TRUE

(b1, s) −→b b
′
1 (b2, s) −→b b

′
2

(b1 AND b2, s) −→b FALSE
if b′1 = FALSE or b′2 = FALSE

(a, s) −→a z

〈x := a, k, s,G〉 −→ 〈SKIP, k, [x := z]s,G〉 〈c1; c2, k, s,G〉 −→ 〈c1, c2 ;; k, s,G〉
(b, s) −→b TRUE

〈IF b THEN c1 ELSE c2, k, s,G〉 −→ 〈c1, k, s,G〉
(b, s) −→b FALSE

〈IF b THEN c1 ELSE c2, k, s,G〉 −→ 〈c2, k, s,G〉
(b, s) −→b FALSE

〈WHILE b DO c, k, s,G〉 −→ 〈SKIP, k, s,G〉
(b, s) −→b TRUE

〈WHILE b DO c, k, s,G〉 −→ 〈c,WHILE b DO c ;; k, s,G〉

〈SKIP, c ;; k, s,G〉 −→ 〈c, k, s,G〉

take(G) = (z,G′)

〈INPUT x, k, s,G〉 IN(z)−→ 〈SKIP, k, [x := z]s,G′〉
(a, s) −→a z give(G, z) = G′

〈OUTPUT a, k, s,G〉 OUT(z)−→ 〈SKIP, k, s,G′〉

Figure A.2: Small-step operational semantics of IMP.
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Target language:MACH The target language isMACH, a simple stack machine fea-

turing conditional and unconditional jumps, arithmetic instructions, and an explicit variable

store. The syntax ofMACH is given in Figure A.3.

instructions i ::= Iconst z | Ivar x | Isetvar x | Iadd | Iopp | Ibranch δ
| Ibeq (δ, δ) | Ible (δ, δ) | Iinput | Ioutput | Ihalt

programs C ::= list of instructions i
stacks t ::= [ ] | z :: t
stores s ::= Var 7→ Z

Figure A.3: Syntax of MACH. Metavariable x ranges over variables in Var, metavariable z ranges over integers, and

metavariable δ ranges over program offsets. We assume that stores s are total and unambiguous, i.e., there is exactly one

mapping in the store for each program variable.

The operational semantics ofMACH are given in Figure A.4.MACH states consist of a

program, a program counter, a stack, a store, and a world state. We model interruption as a

single-step transition, emitting the interruption event INT, to a special configuration 〈INT〉

from which no further steps are possible. A more realistic semantics could model program

termination as taking multiple steps, but as long as the program cannot be interrupted more

than once, this would not meaningfully change the proof. Rule Intr is the instantiation of

Rule Err specified in Definition 3.

Compilation scheme The compilation scheme is essentially unmodified from Leroy’s

tutorial [29]: we add only cases for the compilation of INPUT x andOUTPUT x. We refer read-

ers to our Coq development for details of the compilation scheme.
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C[pc] = Iconst z
〈C, pc, t, s,G〉 −→ 〈C, pc+ 1, z :: t, s,G〉

C[pc] = Ivar x
〈C, pc, t, s,G〉 −→ 〈C, pc+ 1, s(x) :: t, s,G〉

C[pc] = Isetvar x
〈C, pc, z :: t, s,G〉 −→ 〈C, pc+ 1, t, [x := z]s,G〉

C[pc] = Iadd
〈C, pc, z2 :: z1 :: t, s,G〉 −→ 〈C, pc+ 1, z :: t, s,G〉 z = z1 + z2

C[pc] = Iopp
〈C, pc, z :: t, s,G〉 −→ 〈C, pc+ 1, z′ :: t, s,G〉 z′ = −z

C[pc] = Ibranch δ
〈C, pc, t, s,G〉 −→ 〈C, pc+ 1+ δ, t, s,G〉

C[pc] = Ibeq (δ1, δ2)
〈C, pc, z2 :: z1 :: t, s,G〉 −→ 〈C, pc+ 1+ δ1, t, s,G〉

z1 = z2

C[pc] = Ibeq (δ1, δ2)
〈C, pc, z2 :: z1 :: t, s,G〉 −→ 〈C, pc+ 1+ δ2, t, s,G〉

z1 6= z2

C[pc] = Ible (δ1, δ2)
〈C, pc, z2 :: z1 :: t, s,G〉 −→ 〈C, pc+ 1+ δ1, t, s,G〉

z1 ≤ z2

C[pc] = Ible (δ1, δ2)
〈C, pc, z2 :: z1 :: t, s,G〉 −→ 〈C, pc+ 1+ δ2, t, s,G〉

z1 > z2

C[pc] = Iinput take(G) = (z,G′)

〈C, pc, t, s,G〉 IN(z)−→ 〈C, pc+ 1, z :: t, s,G′〉
C[pc] = Ioutput give(G, z) = (G′)

〈C, pc, z :: t, s,G〉 OUT(z)−→ 〈C, pc+ 1, t, s,G′〉

Intr 〈C, pc, t, s,G〉 INT−→ 〈INT〉

Figure A.4: Small-step operational semantics ofMACH.
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A.1 Correctness theorem and proof structure

Our top-level correctness theorem is Theorem 9.We present here the Coq definitions of our

top-level correctness theorem and of the two key lemmas in the proof for comparison with

those described in Section3.3.Thenamesof predicates and theoremswere chosen tobe evoca-

tive; we refer readers to theCoq development for full definitions of the predicatesmentioned

in these theorems.

A small difference between our implementation and our formalism (as described in Sec-

tion 2.1) is that in Coq, we give separate definitions of the predicate P⇝ t for the three kinds

of termination behavior: termination, silent divergence, or divergence with infinitely many

events. This allows us to avoid mixing induction and coinduction in our correctness proofs,

which can pose difficulties due to Coq’s presently limited support for coinduction. Our

proof requires a lemma stating that every execution either terminates, diverges silently, or

diverges with infinitely many events. This cannot be proved in Coq’s constructive logic [29];

we therefore assume the excluded middle axiom and give a classical proof of this lemma.
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Top-level correctness theorems

Theorem compile_program_correct_terminating:
forall c s g tr,

machine_terminates (compile_program c) s g tr ->
(exists s' g', imp_terminates c s g tr s' g') \/
(exists m, tr = m ++ [ev_intr] /\ imp_admits_finite c s g m).

Theorem compile_program_correct_diverging_silently:
forall c s g tr,

machine_diverges_silently (compile_program c) s g tr ->
imp_diverges_silently c s g tr.

Theorem compile_program_correct_diverging_with_inftrace:
forall c s g itr itr',

machine_diverges_with_inftrace (compile_program c) s g itr ->
imp_diverges_with_inftrace c s g itr' -> EqSt itr itr'.

These theorems instantiate Theorem 9 for this compiler. Note that only the first theorem,

compile_program_correct_terminating for the terminating case, allows for interrup-

tion. This is because if the machine diverges, it cannot have been interrupted. An additional

wrinkle is the predicate EqSt, which defines equality on coinductive infinite traces.
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Backward simulation for deterministic semantics

Module Determ.
...
Theorem compile_program_correct_terminating_backward:

forall c s g tr s' g',
machine_terminates (compile_program c) s g tr s' g' ->
imp_terminates c s g tr s' g'.

Theorem compile_program_correct_diverging_silently_backward:
forall c s g tr,

machine_diverges_silently (compile_program c) s g tr ->
imp_diverges_silently c s g tr.

Theorem compile_program_correct_diverging_with_inftrace_backward:
forall c s g itr itr',

machine_diverges_with_inftrace (compile_program c) s g itr ->
imp_diverges_with_inftrace c s g itr' -> EqSt itr itr'.

...
End Determ.

These theorems instantiate Lemma 1 for this compiler.
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Modified backward simulation from full to deterministic semantics

Theorem prefix_correct_full_to_determ_semantics:
forall C s g tr,

machine_terminates C s g tr ->
(exists s' g', Determ.machine_terminates C s g tr s' g')
\/ (exists m, tr = m ++ [ev_intr]

/\ Determ.machine_admits_finite C s g m)
\/ (Determ.machine_goes_wrong C s g tr).

Lemma divergence_implies_determ_divergence_silent:
forall C s g tr,

machine_diverges_silently C s g tr ->
Determ.machine_diverges_silently C s g tr.

Lemma divergence_implies_determ_divergence_inftrace:
forall C s g itr,

machine_diverges_with_inftrace C s g itr ->
Determ.machine_diverges_with_inftrace C s g itr.

These theorems instantiate Lemma 2 for this compiler.
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